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and left lungs of the second case is pretty
conclusive upon this point.

I must defer any remarks on what have
been considered the causes of this peculiar
affection until another opportunity, as

they will derive additional value from the
result of an analysis of the black deposi-
tion which is about to be instituted; be-
sides, this paper has already run out to
safricient length.

Whitefield, Catnbuslang, near Glasgow,
May, 1834.

NEW ANTHELMINTIC.

Spig&egrave;le Anthelmintique, or Arapabaca.

IN a short menroir on the virtues of
the above-named plant, M. Noverre, phy-
sician at Martinique, has drawn the at-
tention of practitioners to the arapabaca,
as an anthelmintic which is infallible in its! i
action, enjoys a sedative power, and is also!
possessed of a peculiar property, which !
admits of its being administered in all pos-
sible cases, without aggravating inflam-
matory symptoms, should they happen to ;,
complicate the presence of worms in the:
intestinal canal. This latter quality gives
it an immense advantage over turpentine
and other stimulant purgatives, which are
at present so universally employed in
BB’orm cases ; and has been recognised in
the plant by all physicians who practise in
Guadaloupe, Cayenne, Martinique, and
South America.
The " spigele anthelmintique," arapa-

baca, is an herbaceous annual plant, of the
pentandria monogynia, growing in South
America. The stem of the plant is round,
and the leaf verticillated round the sum-
mit. It is commonly administered in the
form of sirup, of which three spoonfuls
are given to an adult, or to a child of three
years old a teaspoonful. At the moment
of administration it is customary to add a
spoonful of cold water and a few drops of
lemon-juice. The same dose is repeated
for three days, and then a mild purgative
is given. A singular effect of the medi-
cine is sometimes the production of a slight
amaurosis, when it is administered under
the influence of solar or artificial light.
Amongst the most remarkable properties
of this remedy the author enumerates the
following. Its action is always efficacious:
it is agreeable to the taste, and children
always take it without evincing any re-
pugnance. Eujoying a sedative property,
it calms the nervous symptoms which so
frequently complicate the verminous dis-
orders of childhood. It is not calculated
to produce or aggravate inflammation of

the intestinal canal, and may therefore be
administered in cases where most other
anthelmintics are inadmissible. However,
it is prudent not to administer it when-
ever there are any symptoms of cerebral
, congestion; for it is a narcotic acrid poi-
son, and if given in too strong a dose, may
occasion severe accidents. The action of
the plant generally takes place on the se-
cond, or even the first, day after its admi-
nistration. The author supports this as-

i sertion by an enumeration of cases in
which the efficacy of the remedy as an an-
thelmintic is fully established; and says, it
is administered with confidence hy all the
i inhabitants and practitioners of the An-
tilles and Martinique.&mdash;French Gazette.

THE

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

IN IRELAND;
ITS HISTORY, PRESENT STATE, AND

CORRUPTION.

To tle Editor qf THE LANCFT.
SIR,&mdash;That the Royal College of Sur-geons in Ireland has changed from what

it was, and is not what it ought to be, will
appear from a short retrospective view of
its history and internal constitution, as

evidenced in its by-laws.
About fifty or sixty years since, it was

really " without a local habitation and a
name," and held its obscure sittings in anapartment of an hospital. At that period
there were but few men of eminence in
the profession, but those few were of no
common character. Surgery in general,
however, was at a low ebb, and as for a
medical school, there was nothing deserv-
ing the appellation. At length the few
respectable men then in the profession
were incorporated by royal charter in the
usual way, to regulate the profession, pro-
tect its interests, teach the science of
surgery, and provide well-educated men
for his majesty’s army and navy. Thus
the corporation was established, consisting
of few members indeed, but those bound
’ together by common interests, common
feelings, and equal rights. A school was

attached, and but one system of educa-
’ tion, that by apprenticeship, recognised.
In order, however, to prevent any unfair
monopoly, all offices were annual, and no
! member was permitted, without special
grace from the body, to have more than
three apprentices at a time. These were
educated in the schools for small fees.
The library and museum were extended,
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and a handsome edifice was constructed. ing anatomy, for which Dublin afforded
The body began to attract public notice, such peculiar facilities. Tickets were

and almost to absorb professional con- raised considerably in price, and the pro-
fidence. At that time a trifling annual fessors, no longer satisfied with the ho-

subscription was paid by the members, the nour and notoriety of their office, formerly
then small fees paid for diplomas and the their chief remuneration, began to think
admission of members and pupils, being ! they could make a nice job of their busi-
snfncient to defray the expenses of the ness, and to accomplish this they used
corporation. every exertion and attention. Here their

Nothing could be fairer in theory than object was rendered more easy of attain-
the constitution of this body, which, in- ment by the undue influence that had
deed, continues to the present dav. It arisen amongst individuals, the parties
consists of officers and commonalty ;-the chiefly interested by the abolition or neg-
officers, the president and vice-president; lect of that wholesome by-law which
the court of censors six in number, to limited the number of apprentices to

examine for diplomas, regulate the school, each, and diffused them amongst all.

&c.; and the court of assistants, consist- Besides accumulating vast sums of money
ing of twelve members, to hear appeals,- in this way,* they could also command a
all elected on appointed annual days, by considerable number of votes. The doc-

general ballot of the whole body, and this trine was constantly urged, carefully in-
but for the period of one year, each officer stilled, and generally believed, that the soul
too, on his appointment, and almost upon of the College lay in its school and appren-
the performance of every duty, being so- ticeship system, and that every " college
lemnly sworn on the holy evangelists. All man " ought not only to maintain these,
enactments and proposals of the officers but lend his hearty aid to destroy all an-
and committees must be ratified by the tagonizing powers. That which drew

approval of a general meeting of the entire most pupils, and therefore commanded
body, summoned with due notice for that most hostility, was the Peter-Street School,
purpose. Licentiates were not admissible to the ruin of which every cffort, per fas
to the membership till after a two years’ et NEFAS, was directed. This rased to the
probation in practice,* and then only ground, it was thought or hoped that the
through the medium of a ballot, but a rest would die a natural death. This
printed copy of the charter and by-laws, " delenda-est-Carthago scheme oceu-

tcas always put into the hands both of them pied, in vain, all their machinations and
and of the members. councils until the late master-stroke of
Thus, the corporation might be consider- policy, to which you have recently alluded

cd as a joint-stock company, whose object in THE LANCET, was perpetrated by the
was to prevent monopoly, place all its " combined forces;" but before then it lived
members on an equal footing, and diffuse and flourished, as did also its contempo-
its patronage, such as it possessed, equally raries, and at the time of the new charter
amongst them; with a school attached, they were all in excellent working con-
clcarly for educating the apprentices of dition.all,-an appendage for general purposes, Liberal doctrines, however, had been
and not for peculiar interests. It was also springing up in the body for some years,
essential at the time, as, in truth, no other and unanimity no longer prevailed at its
institution of the kind then existed in’ meetings. Some saw the gradual revolu-
Dublin tion, the growing monopoly, and a few
But during the war there was such de- ventured even to impugn the groundwork

mand for the manufacture of medical men, of the system, the apprenticeship and the
that one of the members, at that time a school ; but they met with rather an un-
grinder, having some difference with the colith reception, and being but ill sup-
College, established a school of his own,, ported, withdrew from time to time. Still
where he lectured to pulils. Need I say the opposition and liberal doctrines were
this was the Peter-Street School, founded gaining ground, and men would speak theirin the year 1810 ? This succeeded so well, sentiments. The " College party" " were
that after some time others were also sometimes even in the minority. It was
established, such as the Richmond, the found expedient, then, by the monopolists,
Park-Street, &e. Meantime the College to unite forces, and, accordingly, a " coali-school had been gradually changing and tion" took place between the College
enlarging; the professors were increased; schoolmen and the Park-Street school-
ir number; students arrived from various men, which was the more easilv effected
places, especially for the purpose of learn-! as they already had common ground of
parley, and a bond of union, in the cor-

* This haa been latterly inci eased to four years, I
of crhich more hereafter. * oiue to the tune of 20,000l.
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rupted soil of Stephen’s Hospital, where the all-absorbing question. I would ask
men make fortunes, and gain character, by what else has the College effected ? Have

serving the poor for nothing. These par- the interests of the profession or the pub-
ties have continued to act with marvellous lic, further than they are involved in the
sympathy and success under the leader- school, ever been regarded? Has any
ship and word of command of as skilful single enactment, with this for its object,
" headsmen " as need be. They constitute ever passed their conclave ? No, not one!
a club which have their private meetings, Without even stirring a single step to pre-
private councils, and dinners, and come to vent it, they have allowed the profession
enact their parts in the College with as to be stripped of their highest privileges;
much na&iuml;vete and innocence, as if there they have permitted them to be usurped
was nothing like cabal among them.* by the apothecaries. Nay, they have even
Generally speaking, they carry all before lent a helping-hand to raise the latter to
them. Need 1 mention the nature and their present false and unmerited position;
character of their measures ? They are, as and, prompted by the worst of motives,
I have said, almost entirely framed with have extended to them the right-hand of
a view to enhance and exaggerate the fellowship, by meeting them on equal
merits of the school, and to depress teach- terms in consultation, than which perhaps
ing in every other quarter, to the exclusion nothing has contributed more to elevate
of every other vital professional subject. the drug compounders at the expense of

It was now, however, thought to be the the regular practitioner; and this, too,
interest of the " union " to appear to be while they had amongst their by-laws one
liberal, in order to suit the signs of the that forbad them to consult with mem-
times, and to maintain their character bers of the London College of Surgeons!
with the community it was expedient to The consequence is, that they have edii-
admit pupils to the honour and benefit of cated a number of men whose condition
our diploma, and for this a new charter has lately been most accurately per.
must be obtained. Here was a golden trayed in your Journal. These have but

opportunity not to be lost. A charter was one branch of the profession left them-

accordingly obtained; but no draft of it that of teaching. But to suit certain mo-
was laid before the body, no council or nopolists this must be wrested from them,
debate was held upon its provisions. No and themselves abandoned to starvation.
such proceedings were adopted by them, It may seem surprising that in a body
but some of the professors put their saga- of democratic constitution, where each
cious heads together, and furnished in- member has, by his suffrage, equal power,
structions to a certain counsel, learned in " such fantastic tricks could be played;
the law, well known to be friendly to some but it should be remembered what can be
of our monopolists, and among them they effected by even a small minority, bound
contrived an instrument, which, as they by common ties and common interests,
thought, gave them full powers to strangle and always acting together, while there is
all opposition, and to rivet their system a want of union in the opposition, and
upon the College. Nothing was heard of even distracting interests amongst them;
its enactments, until it emerged from the for some of them also are heavy appren-
pocket of the honourable professor, and tice-holders. Again; when the "College
was laid on the table of the College. party is run hard, they soon produce aThe liberality of the Royal College lay split in the enemy’s camp, by conferring
in this ;-the apprenticeship system, with a favour on some individual of one clan,
all its enormities, and its tendency to pro- which almost invariably makes his can.

duce such gross monopoly, and maintain freres desert at a division. Then it is
such barefaced influence, remained pre- tiresome to be constantly opposing with-
cisely as it was; but the College school, out success : and, alas! the young mem-
the property of the professors, gained a few bers,&mdash;who at any 

time might determine the
more pupils. The College, to be sure, gets independence of the body, though they
some guineas on the diploma, but these confess in private the folly and mischief of
are again reflected on the school, in the their course,-being long trained in a

discharge of fees, salaries, and expenses. system of vassalage, slavery, and servile
This, as far as it goes, is a fair and can- expectancy, have not the courage to join

did, though perfect, sketch of " things as the opposition, but even swell the ranks of
they are," and which are desired to be corruption,* sometimes for no reason but
rendered perpetual. It is evident that the &mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;

8ehool is at the bottom of it all. Here is * The coolness with whih this is done may be
guessed from the fact that a certain Park-Sti eet pro-

fessor, rece ntly in one of those ad-captandum squibs,
* These have all been increased considerably’ and called " introductory lectures," insisted " as a strik-

by those who came in smoothly and cheaply under ing widence of the superiority of our :c-stem," xc.
the old regime upon the remarkable fact that all the recent lectare-
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that which arises from jealousy, because then only, will the College be at liberty to
some of their contemporaries have dis- act from pure motives, a love of science, a
tinguished themselves in liberalism. , desire for the public weal, or a wish to
These are not a tithe of the tactics of promote the honour, dignity, and interests

this party. I do not pretend to sketch all of its members. Then shall its court be
their noble qualities; but one more I must above suspicion: no more shall it be said
add. The new charter and the by-laws un-! that two of its members changed with
der it have never been printed. And why?! each other their respective subjects of ex-
Because apothecaries and attornies would amination in order to bring pupils to their
be picking holes in our "title deeds," if respective classes ; no longer shall we
they were. Solid, deep, and generous phi- have professors examining their own

losophy, worthy of the noble mind which pupils, or detracting from the merits of

gave it birth! No, Sir; this is nothing rival teachers; no longer shall we see the
but paltry canning and low disguise. school under the direction of a court of
" Stop, you can’t do that; it is contrary to whicii its own professors form pretty ge-
charter or by-law," has been found too use- nerally a majority; or that court reduced
ful an expedient to crush discussion and to the disgrace of being obliged to go to
stifle every-thing like liberal regulations. another body for competent professors, or,

Let me add, that I do not wish to what is worse, incur the imputation of par-
malign the College or detract from the tiality in the selection of them. No longer
just merits of its school. The latter has shall we 

see 
the same members sitting in

been of infinite service, but the day of its the several courts from year to year, to

utility has passed. It is now a public in- the exclusion of other deserving men; no
jury, a nuisance, drag on science, a bone longer shall we see on that court men
of malevolent contention, the exciting proverbially unfit for the duties they at-
cause of much wretched trickery and tempt to fulfil; no longer shall we hear of
corruption, and, finally, a lever of de- an anathema and of future exclusion pro-
atruction which will eventually ruin the nounced against a censor, because instead
College. The college formerly took the of being bought over by his promotion, he
lead in medical science in this country. dared still to continue in the ranks of
It should continue to do so; it should take liberal independence; no longer shall we e
a higher range than the miserable element- hear whisperings about a council when

ary courses requisite and proper for under- men presume to express their opinions
graduates in the art and science of me- and sentiments on legitimate subjects ; no
dicine. In a word, it should abandon its longer shall we have malicious feelings vent-
present system to private teachers, and, ed in Billingsgate language at its meetings;
in its stead, establish professorships in the no longer shall we have a fine museum, a
higher branches of science and philosophy, useless and an unusable thing, without a
which are so advantageous to medical catalogue or an index; no longer shall we
knowledge, and which are nowhere suf- have our funds squandered on deputations
ficiently taught; then it would have a and missions for absurd or utopian objects;
school where its members, when men, could no longer shall the minds of our youth be
learn, while boys might be taught else- fixed in theii- elementary condition by look-
where. By this arrangement elementary ing, as they do now, upon the pauperized
instruction would not be depressed one courses of instruction delivered in our
iota. The court of censors have still full school, as the ultima thule of scientific at-
authority over all schools, and they may tainment. No; we shall hear of none of
model them to any form they please, with- these things, but a thorough love of science
out exhibiting in our theatres, in operation, will take root amongst us, learning and
the standard, which, after all, they ac- philosophy will be cultivated and advanced,
knowledge to be imperfect; and, being so, and good fellowship and philanthropy will
tends rather to bring disgrace than honour dwell permanently in Ireland.
on our college. M. B. 0.

Till this is effected nothing can go Dublin, April 28th, 1834.
right. We never can be satisfied. But
this accomplished, we shall be liberated
from a host of evils. We shall be relieved CHARCOAL POWDER, blended with andfrom a heavy drain on our funds, which sprinkled over putrid portions of a subjectyield to the members not a single return; under dissection, will, in the course of a
we shall be freed from hateful scenes of night, in great measure remove their of-cabal and corruption, that depress the fensive efnuvia. The hands of students
heart and sicken the soul. Then, and rubbed well with the charcoal before wash-

ing them, will dispel the usual stench of

ships at the Royal College of Surgeons had been 
dissection. It is in constant use at La

up from teachers in tlus school! ! !*’ Pitie.


